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ABSTRACT

This paper explores the housing affordability distance to a superstar city. Affordability distance is defined in terms of the increment to household income required to consume a quality- and consumption-adjusted housing unit in the proximate superstar city. The analysis focuses on Tel Aviv, Israel's singular superstar city. Affordability distance to Tel Aviv rose by roughly 60 percent over the 2000–2015 period. Further, affordability distance was elevated among unmarried, non-college educated, and immigrant households. The upward movement in affordability distance was associated with increased out-migration from the city. Analysis of panel data suggests that policy interventions including investment in regional transportation infrastructure and new local housing supply were effective in mediating affordability distance.

1. Introduction

A defining characteristic of superstar cities is their elevated rates of house price growth (see Gyourko et al. (2013)). In order for growth in prices to persist, a sufficient share of population must hold preferences for superstar locations so as to generate excess demand for those locations in the context of constrained housing supply. Ongoing gains to local productivity or amenities similarly may generate elevated house price growth.

Under certain conditions, however, elevated rates of house price growth may sow the seeds of superstar city demise. House price run-ups, if not accompanied by productivity gains and related wage increases, may reduce nominal affordability so as to put those locations out-of-reach of ordinary households. The decline in nominal affordability may spur net migration of households and jobs in the context of ongoing equilibration across cities. Lack of affordable housing may adversely affect superstar output to the extent low- and high-wage households are complements in production. Regardless, superstar cities require adequate affordable housing and access for necessary public (e.g., police, fire, teachers, and nurses) and other service workers. Over time, competitor locations may succeed in replicating superstar amenities and economic base so as to further arbitrage house price returns. In the wake of those developments, elected leaders in superstar cities may come under pressure to expand housing supply and access. Those efforts would seek to mediate erosion in housing affordability and local economic base.1

In this paper, we study the housing affordability gap between superstar cities and surrounding localities. We put forward a new measure of Affordability Distance to the Superstar City (ADS), defined as the incremental income required for a household to consume a standardized housing unit in a proximate superstar city. Affordability distance is computed based on a new quality-and consumption-standardized measure of housing affordability that adjusts for normative variability in housing consumption across households and locations (see Ben-Shahar et al. (2017)). We document spatial variation and temporal dynamics in housing affordability distance, identify population characteristics associated with elevated affordability distance, and compute Gini coefficients associated with that measure. We then examine the consequences of affordability distance for superstar city migration flows. Finally, we evaluate the role of numerous policy interventions—including transportation infrastructure investment and superstar city new housing supply—in mediating affordability distance.

The analysis employs individual-level household data from Israel to compute the affordability distance to Tel Aviv. Over the course of recent decades, Tel Aviv has witnessed persistently high rates of house price

1 Note that local perspectives and related local efforts to enhance housing supply and job access so as to reduce affordability burdens may differ from national perspectives, which remain more agnostic about localized outcomes in the context of ongoing spatial equilibration in a system of cities.
growth and emerged as Israel’s singular superstar city. The Tel Aviv metro area is characterized by unique cultural and natural amenities and is home to Israel’s burgeoning tech and innovation sector (e.g., Alfasi and Fenster (2005)).

In computation of affordability distance to the superstar city, we address potential bias inherent in traditional measures of housing affordability. Specifically, the most prevalent measure of affordability, the household housing price-to-income ratio (see, for example, Quigley and Raphael (2004) and Gan and Hill (2009)), may be less informative owing to systematic variation across households in preferences for and consumption of housing services. For example, a household may exhibit higher levels of affordability due to below-standard consumption of housing services. Alternatively, a household may display low levels of affordability owing to above-standard consumption of housing (see Thulmann (1999)).

To address these concerns, we employ information from an extensive Israel micro-level dataset to match individual households to the mean housing consumption bundle of Tel Aviv households with similar demographic characteristics. Such matching allows for systematic variation in preferences and consumption of housing services across household demographic characteristics and over time. That approach recognizes that demographically-adjusted cohorts may consume systematically different combinations of housing and location-specific amenities in superstar and non-superstar locations. Using the hedonic approach, we estimate the price of those normative consumption bundles in the superstar city. Given information on normative consumption bundles, the estimated quality-adjusted pricing thereof in Tel Aviv, the estimated price of the housing consumed in the origin locality, and household net income, we compute the household quality- and consumption-adjusted housing affordability distance (ADS) to the superstar city.

We estimate an ever-widening gap in quality-adjusted house price index levels between Tel Aviv and other areas of Israel over the 2000–2015 period. Further, results show that the affordability distance to Tel Aviv increased by roughly 60 percent over that same timeframe and was especially high among those living in the Israeli’s peripheral Negev and Galilee regions. Computation of a Gini coefficients on ADS for Israel further indicates elevated levels of affordability distance inequality. We then employ panel data to assess the association between affordability distance and superstar city population flows. Upon accounting for potential endogeneity, our results confirm that increases in affordability distance to Tel Aviv are associated with increased out-migration from the city. We find that a 10-month net-income increment in affordability distance results in a 6-7 percent increase in out-migration from Tel Aviv.

As suggested above, leaders in superstar cities may seek to mediate affordability distance because of adverse distributional and job access concerns and to prevent erosion in local economic base. We evaluate policy interventions including both regional transportation infrastructure concerns and to prevent erosion in local economic base. We evaluate migration from Tel Aviv.

Negev and Galilee regions. Computation of a Gini coefficient for potential endogeneity, our results confirm that increases in affordability distance to the superstar city.

The ADS measure follows Ben-Shahar et al. (forthcoming) who introduce a consumption-adjusted housing affordability measure that corrects for the potential bias in the prevalent price-to-income ratio. They show that the new measure gives rise to elevated Gini measures of housing affordability inequality and find that trending up in house prices and income is associated with more pressing consumption-adjusted affordability challenges among those already in housing distress.

The ADS measure follows Ben-Shahar et al. (forthcoming) who introduce a consumption-adjusted housing affordability measure that corrects for the potential bias in the prevalent price-to-income ratio. They show that the new measure gives rise to elevated Gini measures of housing affordability inequality and find that trending up in house prices and income is associated with more pressing consumption-adjusted affordability challenges among those already in housing distress.

2 The ADS measure follows Ben-Shahar et al. (forthcoming) who introduce a consumption-adjusted housing affordability measure that corrects for the potential bias in the prevalent price-to-income ratio. They show that the new measure gives rise to elevated Gini measures of housing affordability inequality and find that trending up in house prices and income is associated with more pressing consumption-adjusted affordability challenges among those already in housing distress.

investment and housing construction in mediating problems of elevated affordability distance.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces and provides methodological foundation for a measure of affordability distance to a superstar city (ADS). Section 3 describes the data and sample, including variable definitions and related summary statistics. In section 4, we compute affordability distance to Tel Aviv. In so doing, we describe housing consumption variability across space and effects of physical distance. Further, we compute the ADS Gini Coefficient as well as assess the association between affordability distance and population characteristics. In Section 5, we evaluate the relation between affordability distance and out-migration from the superstar city and assess the role of policy levers, including new construction and transportation infrastructure investment, in mediating increases in affordability distance to Tel Aviv. Section 6 concludes and discusses implications for policy.

2. The affordability distance to a superstar city measure

In this paper, we propose a new measure of affordability access to a superstar city. The measure, termed the Affordability Distance to a Superstar City (ADS), computes the incremental months of net income required for a household living outside the superstar city to purchase a quality- and consumption-adjusted housing unit in the proximate superstar city.

We compute the ADS measure as follows: Firstly, we stratify the sample of households by year and basic demographic characteristics to generate mutually exclusive clusters of households, each denoted by A, C, and Y (henceforth ACY), where A is the number of adults in a household, A = (1,2,...,5 and over); C is the number of children in a household, C = (1,2,...,8 and over); and Y is the year in which the household is observed, Y = (1998,1999,...,2015). For example, household i, j, i ∈ (A = 2, C = 3, Y = 2010) describes a household that belongs to a cluster whose characteristics include two adults with three children, observed in 2010.3

Next, for each cluster, we use those households who live in the superstar city to compute the standardized housing consumption of that cluster in that city. We refer to the “superstar group” of each cluster as ACY$. The standardized housing consumption of each superstar group, N$$_{ACY}^2$$, is then the average room consumption:

$$\text{N}^2_{ACY} = \sum_i \text{N}^2_{iACY}/\text{N}^2_{ACY}.$$ (1)

where the index i represents households, NR$$^0_{iACY}$$ is the room consumption of household i in cluster ACY and city S (superstar city) and N$$^2_{ACY}$$ is the number of households in ACY and city S.

Thirdly, based on all housing transactions in the housing market, we estimate for each city a hedonic price equation of the form

$$\ln(P_{ij}) = \gamma_{ij} + \gamma_{ij}NR_{ij} + \gamma_{ij}NR_{ij} \times FLOOR_{ij} + \gamma_{ij} \times CHARACTERISTICS_{ij} + \gamma_{ij} \times TFE_{ij} + \epsilon_{ij}$$ for all i,

(2)

where the indices j and l represent housing transactions and cities.

3 Household clustering by number of adults and number of children is consistent with, among others, previous studies on the correlation between household housing consumption and both the number of adults and number of children. See, for example, Mayo (1981), Bratt et al. (2006), Li (2014), Awan et al. (1982), Goodman (1990), Swan (1995), and Reed (2002).

4 In terms of total housing consumption, our data only specifies the number of rooms (including a living room and bedrooms; excluding bathrooms) consumed by each household. It should be noted, however, that in the Israeli context, as more than 90 percent of the residential market consists of condominium apartments (most of which are 2-5 room units), there is limited variability among residential units in terms of room types. Most 1-3-room (4-5-room) units include 1 bathroom (2 bathrooms).
respectively; \( P \) denotes the transaction price; \( NR \) is the number of rooms in the unit; \( Floor \) is the floor on which the unit is located in the building (interacted with \( NR \)); and \( CHARACTERISTICS \) is a vector of other housing unit characteristics, including, Age, the age of the structure in which the unit is located; \( DumNew \), a dummy variable that equals one for units whose age is up to 1 year and zero otherwise; and \( Floor \). Also, \( TFE \) is a vector of time (year) fixed-effects, \( ln() \) is the log operator, \( \gamma_1 - \gamma_3 \) are estimated parameters, \( \gamma_4 \) and \( \gamma_5 \) are vectors of estimated parameters, and \( \epsilon_i \) is a random disturbance term. Equation (2) is separately estimated for every city \( i \) in the sample (one of which is the superstar city) using a linear spline for the \( NR \), \( AGE \), and \( FLOOR \) variables.3

Following the estimation of equation (2), we compute:

\[
P^i_{ACY} = \exp[\gamma_{1i} + \gamma_2 NK_{iACY} + \gamma_3 NR_{iACY} \times Floor_{iACY} + \gamma_4 CHARACTERISTICS^i_{iACY} + \gamma_5 TFE^i_{iACY} + \epsilon^i_{iACY}]/[2] \text{ for all } i \in ACY \text{ and } l
\]

and

\[
P^i_{ACY} = \exp[\gamma_{1i} + \gamma_2 NK_{iACY} + \gamma_3 NR_{iACY} \times Floor_{iACY} + \gamma_4 CHARACTERISTICS^i_{iACY} + \gamma_5 TFE^i_{iACY} + \epsilon^i_{iACY}]/[2] \text{ for all } ACY
\]

(3)

The estimated variance, \( \epsilon^i_{iACY} \) is estimated variance of \( \epsilon_{1,1,i,l} \) from (2)—the required adjustment in the price projection in (3) and (4) that follows from the logarithmic functional form in (2); and \( \gamma_1 - \gamma_3 \) and \( \gamma_4 - \gamma_5 \) are estimated coefficients and vector of coefficients, respectively, that follow from equation (2). That is, based on the estimated coefficients from equation (2) we compute \( P^i_{ACY} \) in (3), the projected price associated with the household \( i \)’s actual housing consumption in city \( l \), and \( P^i_{ACY} \) in equation (4), the projected price for household \( i \)'s consumption-adjusted housing bundle (by household cluster, \( ACY \)) in the superstar city.7

Finally, given a household net (after tax) monthly income, \( Income \), we compute:

\[
AD_{iACY} = max[\left( P^i_{ACY} - P_{iACY} \right)/Income_{iACY}, 1].
\]

(5)

which we refer to as the Affordability Distance to the Superstar City (ADS) of household \( i \) in cluster \( ACY \) and city \( l \). In other words, \( AD_{iACY} \) computes the incremental months of net income required by a household living in city \( l \) (outside the superstar city) to purchase a standardized home in the adjacent superstar city appropriate to its demographic norm.8,9

3. The sample

We compute the ADS measure for Tel Aviv, Israel's singular superstar city. The analysis is undertaken using a sample of microdata for more than 235,000 Israeli households. The data include household socioeconomic, demographic, locational, and dwelling unit characteristics as provided by the 1998–2011 Combined Household Income and Expenditure Surveys and the 2012–2015 Household Expenditure Surveys conducted by the Israel Central Bureau of Statistics. The annual samples include about 8000–15,000 observations and are representative of all households in Israel. Table 1 shows the annual number of cross-sectional observations for the 1998–2015 period. Table 2 provides a description and summary statistics of household socioeconomic, demographic, locational, and dwelling unit characteristics. As indicated in Table 2, the typical household in our sample is a homeowner (63 percent) and consists of 1.8 adults and 0.4 children. On average, sampled household heads are 54.6 years old with about 13 years of education. Female-headed households constitute 46 percent of the sample; the majority of sampled households are married (53 percent) whereas 16 percent are single, 11 percent are divorced, and 17 percent are widowed.10 Israel is a country of immigrants. Household heads by country/continent of origin include Israel (43 percent), Europe or America (19 percent), Asia or Africa (17 percent), and former USSR (21 percent). Finally, the average score on an index of household location among central coastal and hinterland areas is 4.47, where the index ranges from 1 (most peripheral location) to 5 (most central).11

Our study employs the universe of all housing transactions in Israeli cities that participate in the Household Income and Expenditure Survey

8 We use \max(\cdot,1) on the right-hand side of (3) so as to allow us to apply a logarithmic estimation of ADS in what follows [recall that log(1) = 0]. Also, while data on mortgage loan-to-value could be incorporated in the computation of \( AD_{iACY} \), we do not observe information on household mortgage loan. Note, however, that in what follows, we compute aggregate figures of ADS across all \( i \in ACY \) and \( l \), and thus, as long as there is no particular pattern in the relationship between \( ACY \) and \( UT \), looking over \( UT \) does not affect the relative outcomes among clusters. Moreover, note that this potential shortcoming applies to other traditional housing affordability measures (e.g., price-to-income ratio).

9 In an attempt to produce a standardized housing affordability measure along the lines of our suggested procedure, one could have alternatively proposed an estimation equation of the type \( NR_{iACY} = \beta_1 + \beta_2 \times A_{iACY} + \beta_3 \times C_{iACY} + \beta_4 \times TFE_{iACY} + \epsilon_i \), where \( i \) and \( t \) refer to households and time periods (years), respectively; \( \beta_1 - \beta_4 \) are estimated parameters; \( \epsilon \) is a disturbance term; and all other variables are as described above. Note, however, that this equation potentially suffers from endogeneity, as the causality between a household’s choice of \( C \) and \( l \) and the change of \( NR \) may be bi-directional. Our clustering procedure avoids this potential endogeneity problem in estimation.

10 Household head is generally identified as the person who is the main income provider in the household. See Israel Central Bureau of Statistics (2013) for further details.

11 The periphery index calculated by the Israel Central Bureau of Statistics is based on a combination of two equally weighted components: an accessibility index (a population-weighted average of distances between a given municipality and all other municipalities in Israel) and a measure of proximity to the Tel Aviv district (see Israel Central Bureau of Statistics, 2008).
which, for each household in the Income and Expenditure surveys, we estimate observations, we estimate the hedonic price equation in (2) by estimating the house value for each household in the Household Income and Expenditure surveys and the Household Expenditure Survey, both conducted by the Israel Central Bureau of Statistics. We use the Household Expenditure Survey subsequent to 2011 because the way income is measured in the combined Household Income and Expenditure Survey in those years is inconsistent with the pre-2011 definition. Original total number of households in the sample is 235,429. Missing observations, observations of households living in cities with insufficient number of housing transactions or insufficient number of similar household compositions at the city level (in terms of number of adults and number of children), and the omission of outliers in terms of income or housing unit size, led to a final sample of 85,199 households for the ADS measure.

Table 1
Number of cross-sectional annual observations for the 1998–2015 period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Number of Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(households in survey)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Raw Sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Household Income and Expenditure</td>
<td>13,499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>13,515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td>13,485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td></td>
<td>13,689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td></td>
<td>14,201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td></td>
<td>14,418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td></td>
<td>14,636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td></td>
<td>14,545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td></td>
<td>14,382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td></td>
<td>14,147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td></td>
<td>14,167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td></td>
<td>15,114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td></td>
<td>15,171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td></td>
<td>14,996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td></td>
<td>8,742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td></td>
<td>9,507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>8,465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td></td>
<td>8,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Household Expenditure Survey</td>
<td>235,429</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Observations indicated in Table 1 come from the Household Income and Expenditure Surveys and the Household Expenditure Survey, both conducted by the Israel Central Bureau of Statistics. As described above, based on all housing transaction observations, we estimate the hedonic price equation in (2) by which, for each household in the Income and Expenditure surveys, we estimate a house price \( P_i \) based on attributes of its housing unit (see equation (3)). For each sampled household, we also use this data to estimate the price of the standardized housing consumption bundle of the respective demographic cluster at the superstar city \( P_{ACT} \) (see equation (4)). Table 3 provides a description and summary statistics of dwelling unit characteristics in the housing transaction dataset. As indicated in Table 3, the typical dwelling unit is a 3.5-room condominium apartment located on the second or third floor of a 24-year-old structure. The average unit price is about 230,500 dollars, with a standard deviation of about 136,500 dollars (all new Israeli shekel (NIS) figures are translated to US dollars, where 1 US dollar is equal to 4 NIS).13

Finally, recall that in the derivation of the ADS measure (section 2), we stratify the sample so as to generate mutually exclusive clusters of households denoted by ACY. For a cluster to be included in the estimation, we require at least 10 observations per year and per city over all years. As our ADS measure further relies on the housing consumption in Tel Aviv, we require no less than 500 observations in Tel Aviv for a household cluster (adults and children) to be included in the sample. Table 4 shows the matrix of clusters according to the number of children (C) and the number of adults (A) and the share of each cluster in the sample. As shown in the table, we observe a sufficient number of households (by number of children and adults) for 6 different clusters. Clusters with 2 adults represent the largest share (60 percent of total households in the sample), whereas clusters comprised of 1 and 3 adults comprise 31 percent and 9 percent of the sample, respectively. Also, 79 percent of households are classified in clusters with no children, followed by clusters with 2 children (9 percent) and a single child (8 percent).

4. Case study: the affordability distance to Tel Aviv

The focus of our ADS analysis is Tel Aviv. Tel Aviv is located on the Mediterranean coast and is primary among a set of proximate municipalities that house roughly one-half of Israel’s population. Tel Aviv’s population of about 450,000 persons comprises approximately 5 percent of Israel’s population.14 As regards age structure, Tel Aviv’s population is tilted to middle-aged and older age cohorts.15 Further, a Tel Aviv household is typically smaller than the national average, with 2.3 persons compared with 3.3.16 While household income in Tel Aviv is slightly higher than the national average, that same metric is a full 40 percent higher than the national when computed by “standardized person”, which weighs most heavily the first person in the household and gradually less each additional person. The share of households below the poverty line in Tel Aviv is less than half the national average at about 8.6 percent whereas the share of self-employed in Tel Aviv is 18 percent (full 7 percentage points higher than the national share). About 16 percent of employees in Tel Aviv earn more than twice the national average wage compared with about 10 percent for the nation as a whole.17 While Tel Aviv comprises 5 percent of the national population, it accounts for over 11 percent of the jobs in Israel, more than twice its share of population. Tel Aviv is home to about one-third of Israel’s jobs in financial and insurance; about one-quarter of the national share of jobs in professional, scientific, and technical activities; and about one-fifth of the national jobs in information and communication, entertainment, and recreation activities. In sum, Tel Aviv is a vibrant, dominant, and high-income Israeli city characterized by a strong amenity base and a highly-skilled creative class of workers.

4.1. House price returns, housing affordability, and housing affordability distance

Fig. 1 plots both nominal quality-adjusted housing price indices (HPIs) and related house price returns for Tel Aviv versus all other cities in Israel over the 1998–2015 period. The quality-adjusted HPIs are estimated using data from the Israel Tax Authority on the universe of all housing transactions in Israel. As is evident, house price movements across locations were similar through 2004 at which point a sharp upswing in the Tel Aviv series commenced. Among other cities in Israel, the upward movement in house prices commenced roughly three years

---

12 The Income and Expenditure Survey does not indicate the type of dwelling unit (whether it is a condominium, detached unit, etc.) in which the household resides. However, as more than 90% of the housing inventory in Israel is condominiums, we assume that housing units in the survey are condominiums and thus restrict the transaction dataset (from which a price is matched to the household dwelling in the survey) to include condominium transactions only (we omit about 8.5% non-condominium observations, leaving over 450,000 condominium transaction observations).

13 The number of observations per city ranges from 7,125 to 56,934. Also, the average \( R^2 \) of the 21 estimations of equation (2) is equal to 0.82, with a maximum of 0.87 and a minimum of 0.70. Finally, note that out of the total of 76 cities in Israel, we include the 21 cities represented in the clusters generated in section 2 above.

14 The City of Tel Aviv grew at a damped average annual growth rate of 0.2 percent from 386,000 in 1961 to about 426,000 in 2014. In contrast, Israel’s population grew at an annual rate of 2.4 percent to about 8.2 million in 2014.

15 As of 2014, Tel Aviv was underrepresented among all age cohorts under 24 years of age and overrepresented in the 25–44 and 65+ age groups.

16 Over 40 percent (Less than 20%) of the households in the city (country) are classified as “non-family” households; whereas about 30% (60%) are family households with children.

17 Tel Aviv Statistical Abstract, 2016. Unless specified otherwise, values are for 2015.
later. Indeed, the figure reveals an elevated rate of house price increase in Tel Aviv over the roughly 2005–2009 period. While house price growth rates among Tel Aviv and other Israeli localities largely converged post-2009, the figure reveals an ever-widening gap in house price index levels between Tel Aviv and other areas. Over the 2005–2015 period, Tel Aviv house values appreciated by 160 percent compared to about 100 percent elsewhere. Fig. 2 further shows the dynamic of house prices in different parts of Israel. Over the past three decades. Results indicate substantial acceleration in quality-adjusted house price returns in Tel Aviv relative to other parts of Israel over much of the 2000s. While Tel Aviv returns reverted to the national mean return by 2011 (as shown in Fig. 1), house price index levels for the superstar city remained substantially elevated. Indeed, the ADS measure addresses potential bias inherent in the housing price-to-income affordability measure as derives from systematic variation across households in preferences for and consumption of housing services. In Israel, the primary metric of housing consumption is total number of rooms in the dwelling unit. Fig. 3 plots average number of rooms, NR, consumed by households residing in and outside of Tel Aviv over the 1998–2015 period. As indicated in the chart, housing consumption has gradually increased in the periphery from about 3.1 to over 3.5 rooms per household over the period of analysis while over the same period, consumption in Tel Aviv increased from about 2.8 to below 3.1 rooms per household.

Table 2
List of variables from income and expenditure surveys, definitions, and summary statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>Number of adults in household</td>
<td>1.777</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>Number of children (under 18) in household</td>
<td>0.392</td>
<td>0.830</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periphery</td>
<td>Score on the peripheral index (ranges from 1 [most peripheral] to 5 [most central])</td>
<td>4.472</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>Household monthly net income (in dollars)</td>
<td>9,110</td>
<td>6,684</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>40,243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR&lt;sub&gt;ACT&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Actual number of rooms consumed by a household in city I</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR&lt;sub&gt;ACT&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Estimated price of the actual dwelling unit consumed by a household (in dollars)</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β&lt;sub&gt;ACT&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Standardized number of rooms in Tel Aviv</td>
<td>200,138</td>
<td>107,774</td>
<td>20,431</td>
<td>1,050,295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β&lt;sub&gt;ACT&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Estimated price of the standardized dwelling unit in the superstar city (in dollars)</td>
<td>291,200</td>
<td>93,515</td>
<td>172,993</td>
<td>595,112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenure</td>
<td>Dummy variable that equals 1 if household is a homeowner and 0 otherwise</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>0.482</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Number of Years of education (truncated at 22)</td>
<td>13.03</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Household head is female</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>0.498</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Household head age</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Household family status: Married</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Household family status: Single</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>Household family status: Divorced</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>Household family status: Widowed</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separated</td>
<td>Household family status: Living separately</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel/Israel</td>
<td>Household head born in Israel and father is either born in Israel or unknown</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel/Africa</td>
<td>Household head born in Israel and father's continent of origin is Asia or Africa</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel/Euro/America</td>
<td>Household head born in Israel and father's continent of origin is Europe or America</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.329</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel/USSR</td>
<td>Household head born in Israel and father's origin is former USSR</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia/Africa</td>
<td>Household head continent of origin is Asia or Africa</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euro/America</td>
<td>Household head continent of origin is Europe or America</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Household head origin is former USSR</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
List of variables in the housing transactions recorded by the Israel tax authority, description, and summary statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Avg.</th>
<th>Std.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Transaction closing price (in dollars)</td>
<td>230,512</td>
<td>136,445</td>
<td>23,012</td>
<td>1,617,458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room</td>
<td>The age of the structure (in years) at the time of the transaction</td>
<td>3.491</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>The age of the structure (in years) at the time of the transaction</td>
<td>23.595</td>
<td>18.760</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Story</td>
<td>The story on which the asset is located in the structure</td>
<td>2.908</td>
<td>3.070</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DummNew</td>
<td>Dummy variable that equals 1 if Age is no more than 1 year; 0 otherwise</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.376</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
Household clusters according to number of children and number of adults and their share in the sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No children</th>
<th>1 Adult</th>
<th>2 Adults</th>
<th>3 Adults</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31.0%</td>
<td>39.5%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
<td>79.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>17.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.7%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Cells representing clusters of households with insufficient number of observations are left blank (as we condition the inclusion of a cluster in a given year by including no less than 10 households in each city). Households in these clusters in cities that do not meet this condition for all of the sample years are omitted from the sample. As a result, the attained cluster distribution, while resembling that of the general population, exhibits a slight bias toward the larger clusters. The maximum bias is attained for the 2-person households whose share in the population (sample) equals 25% (39.3%).
zero, one, and two children. While the plots show some variance across demographic cohorts over the examined period, they indicate an upward trend in ADS from a level of roughly 50–60 months in 2000 to about 65–85 months in 2015. Moreover, as seen in Fig. 6, the run-up in affordability distance to Tel Aviv was most pronounced among cities in Israel's Negev and Galilee periphery as the average peripheral household required an additional 8–14 years of after-tax income to afford a demographically-standardized unit in Tel Aviv over the sample period. As such, results suggest substantial increments in housing affordability barriers to Tel Aviv among peripheral households. As discussed above, we anticipate that barriers associated with affordability distance served to damp household mobility as well as prompt policy actions designed to address state and local efficiency and distributional concerns. Note further that Fig. 6 shows affordability distance to Tel Aviv changed less on net over the 1998–2015 period among households located in Tel Aviv-proximate areas of central Israel. Those results suggest some equilibration in housing market dynamics among Tel Aviv and adjacent suburbs over the sample period.

4.2. Physical distance and affordability distance

We further evaluate the association between physical and affordable distance to Tel Aviv. Fig. 7 displays the 2015 median house price per
Notes: The figure above attempt to capture changes in housing consumption across the 1998-2015 period. The solid line depicts the average annual number of rooms for households participated in the survey and live outside of Tel Aviv. The scatter line represents the standardized housing consumption in Tel Aviv for the same sample in each year. As described in section 4 above, the standardized Tel Aviv housing consumption for a given year is based on the average housing consumption (measured in number of rooms) that year of households of same composition (same number of adults and children) who live in Tel Aviv.

Fig. 3. Annual average number of rooms, NR, consumed by households in and outside of Tel Aviv, 1998–2015.

Notes: The figure above plots the annual average values of the ADS for the 1998-2015 period. The scattered line depicts a simple average of ADS across all households; the solid line is a controlled, household-characteristics-adjusted, ADS (dotted lines represent a 90% confidence interval around the controlled ADS); and the grey line is the traditional measure of housing affordability—the price-to-income ratio. To produce the controlled ADS we estimate an equation in the form of: $\ln(ADS_{\text{EACH}}) = \theta_1 \text{HHCharacteristics} + \theta_2 \text{LFE} + \theta_3 \text{TIE} + e$ where HHCharacteristics is a vector of household characteristics including his/her age, gender, nationality, ethnic origin and education; LFE are localities (cities) fixed-effect and TIE are time (year) fixed-effects. The estimated vector of coefficients $\theta_3$ is used to plot the controlled ADS values, where in 1998, the controlled ADS is set to the average ADS value so its values can be interpreted as in months of net income as well. The confidence interval of the controlled ADS value of each year is based on the standard error of the respective estimated coefficients $\theta_3$, where $\theta_3$ captures year $t$ quality adjusted average ADS. Finally, the Y-axis is presented in months of net (after tax) income.

Fig. 4. Affordability distance to Tel Aviv (ADS) and housing affordability (price-to-income ratio) 1998–2015.
square-meter as a function of the geographic distance to Tel Aviv (a zero-kilometer distance represents the City of Tel Aviv itself). As expected, prices generally decline with physical distance from Tel Aviv. The median price per square-meter does turn up some in Jerusalem at a distance of about 50 kms from Tel Aviv. That notwithstanding, the median price per square meter in Jerusalem remains far below that of Tel Aviv.\footnote{Jerusalem is the capital of Israel and its largest city, with about 865,000 residents (about twice of Tel Aviv) as of 2015. Tel Aviv, however, is de-facto the economic capital of the country, as reflected by the statistics presented above.}

The solid line derives from a city/year balanced panel of all cities continuously represented in our sample. In each year, we run a separate cross-sectional (cross-city) regression of average ADS of households in city $l$ on distance in kilometers to Tel Aviv. The solid line plots the estimated coefficient on distance for each survey year. As changes in the characteristics of sampled city households may introduce bias into this model, we estimate a second pooled model using micro data, whereby we interact each household’s distance to Tel Aviv with a categorical term for each survey year, controlling for household composition. The scattered line is the estimated coefficient of the year-specific distance term in that second model. Results of the aggregate city-level cross-sectional model suggest that each kilometer increment in geographical distance to Tel Aviv translates into an average 1.2–2.2 months of additional income required by the household to purchase a consumption-adjusted home in Tel Aviv. The controlled micro-level estimation suggests that 0.5–1.4

\begin{figure}[h]
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\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure5.png}
\caption{Affordability distance to Tel Aviv (ADS) by selected adult-children (AC) clusters, 1998-2015.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure6.png}
\caption{Affordability distance to Tel Aviv (ADS) by peripheral clusters, 1998-2015.}
\end{figure}
additional months of income are required. Both analyses indicate similar trends in the effects of physical distance on affordability distance. Most strikingly, while an incremental kilometer of physical distance was associated with 0.6 additional months of net income in 2000, roughly 1.4
additional months of net income are required per kilometer by 2015.

4.3. Inequality in housing affordability

We also examine inequality in housing affordability distance among sampled households. Fig. 9 depicts the ratios $\frac{NR^S_{ACV}}{NR^d_{ACV}}$ and $\frac{P^S_{ACV}}{P^d_{ACV}}$ by income deciles for 2015. Among lower-income deciles, $\frac{NR^S_{ACV}}{NR^d_{ACV}}$ is greater than 1, implying that despite the fact that those households live in relatively inexpensive housing units in the periphery, their consumption of housing is below that of corresponding (demographically-matched) households in Tel Aviv. In contrast, $\frac{NR^S_{ACV}}{NR^d_{ACV}}$ is less than 1 for the higher-income deciles, indicating damped housing consumption among the wealthy in Tel Aviv relative to peripheral areas. Also, $\frac{P^S_{ACV}}{P^d_{ACV}}$ is greater than 1 (and substantially greater than $\frac{NR^S_{ACV}}{NR^d_{ACV}}$) for all income deciles, reflecting the much higher housing prices in Tel Aviv as compared to the periphery.

Fig. 10 shows the average ADS by income deciles in 2015. The decline of ADS with income, particularly for the lower income deciles, indicates a considerable inequality among households measured by ADS. Below we follow recent studies by Ben-Shahar and Warszawski (2016) and Ben-Shahar et al. (2017), who extend the Gini measure to capture housing

---

Fig. 9. The Ratios $\frac{NR^S_{ACV}}{NR^d_{ACV}}$ and $\frac{P^S_{ACV}}{P^d_{ACV}}$ by income deciles, 2015.

Fig. 10. Affordability distance by income decile, 2015.
affordability inequality. Recall that the Gini coefficient is commonly used to measure income inequality and has been extended to estimate inequality in multiple other economic dimensions. As the Gini is designed for desirable goods, while housing affordability measures affordability distress, we calculate housing affordability inequality by applying the Gini on the inverse value of housing affordability. We thus per equation (5) assign each household a \( 1/\text{ADSl} \) value \( \left[ \frac{\text{Income}_{l} - \text{Price}_{l}}{\text{Price}_{l}} \right] \) and compute the Gini coefficient for every year in the sample. For comparison, we also compute income-to-housing price (i.e., \( 1/\text{price-to-income} \)) and income Gini indices. Fig. 11 plots the annual Gini coefficients for the affordability distance measure, the traditional housing affordability measure \( (1/\text{price-to-income}) \), and household income for the 1998–2015 period. As indicated, at about 0.35, the Gini coefficient associated with traditional housing affordability is of roughly the same magnitude as that of income inequality. Inequality in affordability distance to Tel Aviv, however, is substantially higher at about 0.8. Further, while the Gini on income inequality trends down slightly over the period of analysis, such a trend is not evidenced in the housing measures. In sum, while results suggest sizable income and housing affordability inequality in Israel, distributional concerns are

---

For income, the Gini measure accumulates, for each income level, the difference between the share of total income earned by individuals at this income level or below it and the share of those individuals in the population. For a population with non-negative income values, it ranges from 0, which implies perfect equality, to 1, which implies that all the population’s income is earned by a fraction of the population (among the many applications see, for example, Alderson and Nielsen, 2002; Leigh, 2007; and Frank, 2009). Also, see extension of the Gini coefficient approach for measuring, for example, inequality in education and human capital (Fölster and Leeuwen, 2011), fossil resource consumption (Papathanasopoulos and Jackson, 2009), ecological entitlements (Ruitenbeek, 1996), and child achievements (Sastry and Pebley, 2010).
substantially heightened as regards affordability distance to Tel Aviv. Indeed, the latter metric suggests elevated inequality in popular access and affordability distance to Tel Aviv.

4.4. Household characteristics and housing affordability distance

Finally, we evaluate the association between household characteristics and housing affordability distance. Consider the following equation

\[
\ln(ADSS_{i,ACY}^{\text{out}}) = \theta_1 + \theta_2 \text{HHCharacteristics}_{i,ACY}^{\text{HH}} + \theta_3 \text{LFE}_i + \theta_4 \text{TFE} + \epsilon_2, 
\]

(6)

where \(ADSS_{i,ACY}^{\text{out}}\) is, once again, the ADS measure for household \(i\) in city \(l\). Also, \(\text{HHCharacteristics}^{\text{HH}}\) is a vector of household characteristics including his/her age, gender, nationality, ethnic origin, and education (see, once again, variable description in Table 2); TFE is a vector of time (year) fixed-effects, \(\epsilon_2\), and \(\theta_2 - \theta_4\) are estimated coefficient and vector of coefficients, respectively, \(\epsilon_2\) is a random disturbance term, and all other variables are as described above.

Table 5 present results of estimation of equation (6) for the ADS measure. Results indicate the associations between household characteristics and affordability distance. Specifically, every additional year of education is associated with a 8.7 percent decrease in ADS (significant at the 1% level); compared to married households, single, divorced, and widowed household-heads are associated with 48, 25, and 11 percent increase in ADS, respectively (significant at the 1% level); female-headed households are marginally significantly associated with 2 percent increase in ADS; and, finally, compared to Israeli born household-heads whose father’s origin is Israel, Israeli born household-heads whose father’s origin is Asia or Africa, Europe or America, and former USSR are associated with 12, 44, and 42 percent decrease in ADS, respectively (significant at the 1% level), while household-heads born in Asia or Africa, Europe or America, and former USSR are associated with 10 and 13 percent decrease and 49 percent increase in ADS, respectively (significant at the 1% level). In sum, as would be expected, results suggest lower affordability distance to Tel Aviv among more highly educated, married, and non-immigrant populations.

5. On the association between affordability distance, migration, and government policy

In this section, we evaluate the role of affordability distance as a driver of inter-urban population flows. Further, per discussion above we evaluate the efficacy of government policy interventions seeking to mediate the affordability distance between Tel Aviv and surrounding areas.

5.1. ADS and migration

Consider the following estimated model:

\[
\ln(ADSS_{i,ACY}^{\text{out}}) = \delta_0 + \delta_1 \text{HHCharacteristics}_{i,ACY}^{\text{HH}} + \delta_2 \text{Policy}_{i,Y}^{\text{Policy}} + \epsilon_{3i,ACY}^{\text{HH}} \quad \text{for all } i
\]

(7)

and

\[
\text{OutMi}_{i,Y,l} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{ADSS}_{i,ACY}^{\text{out}} + \beta_2 \text{Trend}_{i,Y} + \beta_3 \text{LFE}_i + \epsilon_{4i,Y,l},
\]

(8)

where equation (8) estimates out-migration from the superstar city (Tel Aviv) and equation (7) is an auxiliary equation whose objective is to address the possible endogeneity between out-migration and ADS as further explained below. Also, \(i, l,\) and \(Y\) represent households, cities (other than Tel Aviv), and time periods (years), respectively; \(ADSS_{i,ACY}^{\text{out}}\), the dependent variable in (7), is household \(l\)’s vector of affordability distance measures from the superstar city (Tel Aviv) to a non-superstar city \(l\) (i.e., a series of \(l\) measures for each \(i\) in \(S\)—one for each city \(l\)). That is, along the lines of the derivation of \(ADSS_{i,ACY}^{\text{out}}\) in equations (1)–(5), we have \(ADSS_{i,ACY}^{\text{out}} = \max(\bar{P}_{i,ACY}^{\text{in}} - \bar{P}_{i,ACY}^{\text{out}})/Income_{i,ACY}^{\text{in}}\), where \(\bar{P}_{i,ACY}^{\text{in}}\) is a hedonic price that is matched to household \(i\)’s actual housing consumption in the superstar city (S); \(\bar{P}_{i,ACY}^{\text{out}}\) is a hedonic price of the standardized (demographically- and time-matched) housing unit in city \(l\); and \(Income_{i,ACY}^{\text{in}}\) is the net income of household \(i\) in S (see detailed derivation of \(ADSS_{i,ACY}^{\text{out}}\) in the appendix). The independent variables in (7) include \(\text{HHCharacteristics}_{i,ACY}^{\text{HH}}\), a vector of household characteristics, including Age, Status dummies, Female, Education, and Continent dummies (see Table 2); Policy\(_Y\), a vector of policy related time series variables, including TransIn\(_{Y,3}\), 3-year lagged government spending on transportation infrastructure (measured in percentage of GDP); Starts\(_{20Y,2}\), 2-year lagged housing unit construction starts in Tel Aviv (in thousands of units); Starts\(_{20Y,2}\), 2-year lagged housing unit construction starts up to 20 km away from Tel Aviv (in thousands of units); and MortRate\(_Y\), average mortgage rate (in percentage points). Also, \(\text{LFE}\) is a vector of location (city \(l\) ) fixed-effects, ln(\(\cdot\)) is a log operator, \(\delta_0\) and \(\delta_1 - \delta_2\) are estimated parameters and vectors of parameters, respectively, and \(\epsilon_3\) is a random disturbance term (see list of variables, description, and related summary statistics in Table 6).

The dependent variable in (8) is OutMi\(_{i,Y}\), the total number of households who migrate from the superstar city (Tel Aviv) to city \(l\) at year \(Y\) and the independent variables in (8) include \(\text{ADSS}_{i,ACY}^{\text{out}}\), the average projected value of \(ADSS_{i,ACY}^{\text{out}}\) that follows from the estimation of equation (7) across all \(i \in ACY^S\) for all \(l\); and Trend\(_Y\), a time-trend variable. Also,
In equation (8), we estimate the association between out-migration from the superstar city (Tel Aviv) and housing affordability distance, measured as the gain (in months of net income) that households living in the superstar city generate by migrating to a quality- and consumption-adjusted housing unit in any city l (other than the superstar city). Hence, equation (8) is estimated as a panel of cities l over the period 1998–2014. However, due to potential endogeneity between out-migration from the superstar city (OutMigl) and ADSl, we use (7) as an auxiliary equation, where the average of the projection of ADSl−τ,Y(regression average over all l in S at time t) from (7) is computed for all l, generating ADSl−τ,Y to be substituted on the right-hand side of (8).23 Note that under this formulation, equations (7) and (8) are estimated as a 2SLS type model where (8) is estimated in a city-l panel structure.

Column 1 in Table 7 present the results of the city-panel estimation of equation (8). As could be seen, these results suggest a positive association between ADSl,Y and out-migration from Tel Aviv. In particular, the results imply that an increase in ADSl,Y by 10 months (of net income) is associated with increased household out-migration from the superstar city by about 6 percent (of the average out-migration level; significant at the 1% level).24 Column 2 in Table 7 examines the robustness of the results to a population normalized, rather than nominal measurement of out-migration. Specifically, we replace the dependent variable in (8) with OutMigl/Y/CityPopl,Y, total out-migration from S to l in year Y divided by the population of l in year Y. As can be seen, the results are robust to this specification; 10 additional months of ADSl,Y are associated with about 7 percent increase (of the average standardized out-migration level; significant at the 1% level) in out-migration from the superstar city.25

Overall, findings indicate the salience of affordability distance to Tel Aviv inter-city population flows.

5.2. Government policy and ADS

Consider the following estimated equation:

\[
\ln(ADS_{l,Y/ACY}) = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 HH\_CHARACTERISTICS_{l/Y/ACY} + \alpha_2 POLICY_l + \alpha_3 LFE_l + \epsilon_{l/Y/ACY}
\]

(9)

where the indices i and l in (9) are once again households and cities (other than Tel Aviv), respectively, and Y is the time (year) when the household is observed. The dependent variable, ADSl,Y/ACY, is the individual household affordability distance to Tel Aviv measure from equation (5). Also, \(\alpha_0\) and \(\alpha_1 \neq \alpha_3\) are estimated parameters and vectors of parameters, respectively; \(\epsilon_l\) is a random disturbance term; and all other variables are as discussed above.

The formulation of equation (9) allows us to estimate the association between ADS and government policy measures to increase job access to and affordability of housing in Tel Aviv. Per above, those interventions included programs to increase Tel Aviv housing supply as well as government investment in inter-city transportation networks including development of highways and fixed rail. Column 1 in Table 8 presents the estimation results for the full sample. Results with regards to policy measures suggest that construction of 100 housing units in Tel Aviv is associated with a 0.7% percent decrease in the ADS (significant at 1% level). Results further show that government spending on transportation infrastructure is associated with a decrease in the ADS. Specifically, every 1 percentage point of GDP invested in transportation infrastructure is associated with about a 0.35 percent decrease in ADS (significant at 1% level).26

Column 2 (3) in Table 8 presents the estimation results for the sub-sample of households who reside up to (in excess of) 20 km from Tel Aviv. These results shed light on the association between government transportation infrastructure investment and the ADS for cities immediately proximate to (distant from) Tel Aviv. Specifically, every additional

22 Data on the OutMig variable is available to us from the Israel Central Bureau of Statistics for the period 1998–2014.

23 See summary statistics of ADSl,Y in Table 6.

24 As noted, the average of OutMigl,Y is about 11.3 per city/year; hence the coefficient of 0.067 on the ADSl,Y variable is translated to about 6 percent increase in the average out-migration that is associated with every 10 months increase in ADSl,Y.

25 The average of OutMigl,Y/CityPopl,Y is about 0.1 per city/year; hence the coefficient of 0.00077 on the ADSl,Y variable is translated to about 7 percent increase in the average OutMigl,Y/CityPopl,Y that is associated with every 10 months increase in ADSl,Y.

26 Among other controls, the mortgage interest rate is negatively associated with ADS, where each percentage point increase in mortgage rate is associated with about 6% decrease in ADS (significant at 1% level).
1 percent point of GDP invested in transportation infrastructure is associated with a decrease of about 19 and 48 percent in the ADS measure in cities adjacent to Tel Aviv and peripheral cities, respectively (significant at 1% level). Indeed, transportation infrastructure investment facilitates commutes and enhances the substitutability of housing in outlying areas to that of Tel Aviv. In so doing, such investment serves to arbitrage differentials in house prices and employment opportunity between Tel Aviv and peripheral areas so as to reduce the ADS. Finally, results suggest a diminishing association between new housing construction in Tel Aviv and ADS for households living farther away from Tel Aviv.

6. Summary and conclusions

This study introduces a measure of affordability distance to a superstar city. Affordability distance is defined in terms of incremental household income required to consume a quality- and consumption-adjusted housing unit in the proximate superstar city. Concerns regarding affordability declines and related access to superstar cities have become both widespread and acute over the course of recent years. Under certain circumstances, elevated affordability distance may damp net migration to superstar locations as well as spur government interventions seeking to address related distributional and efficiency concerns.

The analysis focuses on Tel Aviv, a city known for its unique amenities, constrained land supply, tech agglomeration, and elevated house price growth. Affordability distance to Tel Aviv rose by roughly 60 percent over the 2000–2015 period. The run-up in affordability distance to Tel Aviv was most pronounced among cities in Israel’s Negev and Galilee periphery as the average household in those areas required an additional 8–14 years of after-tax income to afford a demographically-standardized unit in Tel Aviv. Affordability distance was particularly elevated among non-married, lower educational attainment, and immigrant households.

Estimation findings provide new insight as to the consequences of elevated affordability distance to Tel Aviv. As anticipated, the upward movement in affordability distance was associated with increased migration from the city. Analysis of panel data suggests that interventions including regional transportation infrastructure investment and increments to local housing supply may be effective in mediating affordability distance.
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Appendix

Derivation of $AD_{OS-ACY}^S$:

We compute the $AD_{OS-ACY}^S$ measure as follows: For each city $l$ (excluding the superstar city) and each cluster $ACY$, we use those households who live outside the superstar city to compute the standardized city $l$ housing consumption of that cluster, denoted by $ACY^l$. The standardized housing consumption of each $ACY^l$, is then its average room consumption:

$$NR_{i,ACY}^l = \sum_{i} NR_{i,ACY}^l / N_{i,ACY}^l$$

(A1)

where the index $i$ represents households, $NR_{i,ACY}^l$ is the room consumption of household $i$ in cluster $ACY$ in city $l$ and $N_{i,ACY}^l$ is the number of households in $ACY$ in city $l$.

Following the estimation of equation (2), we compute

$$\hat{P}_{ACY}^S = EXP[\hat{\gamma}_1 + \hat{\gamma}_2 NR_{ACY}^l + \hat{\gamma}_3 NR_{ACY}^l \times Floor_{ACY}^l + \hat{\gamma}_4 CHARACTERISTICS_{ACY}^S + \hat{\gamma}_5 TFE_{ACY}^l + \hat{\gamma}_6 / 2]$$

for all $ACY$ in $S$ (A2)

and

$$\hat{P}_{ACY}^l = EXP[\hat{\gamma}_1 + \hat{\gamma}_2 NR_{ACY}^l + \hat{\gamma}_3 NR_{ACY}^l \times Floor_{ACY}^l + \hat{\gamma}_4 CHARACTERISTICS_{ACY}^S + \hat{\gamma}_5 TFE + \hat{\gamma}_6 / 2]$$

for all $ACY$ and $l$ (A3)

where $i$, $l$, and $S$ represent households, cities other than the superstar, and the superstar city, respectively; $NR_{ACY}^l$, $Floor_{ACY}^l$, and $CHARACTERISTICS_{ACY}^S$ on the right-hand side of (A2) are the actual number of room consumption, floor location, and other asset characteristics, respectively, of the housing unit occupied by household $i$, $i \in ACY$, in the superstar city; $NR_{ACY}^l$, $Floor_{ACY}^l$, and $CHARACTERISTICS_{ACY}^S$ on the right-hand side of (A3) are the standardized number of room consumption of the group $ACY^l$ (from equation (A1)), and floor location as well as a vector of other asset characteristics at their average value across the group $ACY^l$, respectively; $\hat{\gamma}_1$ is estimated variance of $\epsilon_{i,ACY}$ from (2)—the required adjustment in the price projection in (A2) (A3) that follows from the logarithmic functional form in (2); and $\hat{\gamma}_1 - \hat{\gamma}_3$ and $\hat{\gamma}_4 - \hat{\gamma}_5$ are estimated coefficients and vector of coefficients, respectively, that follow from equation (2). That is, based on the estimated coefficients from equation (2) we compute $\hat{P}_{ACY}^S$ in (A2), the projected price associated with the household $i$'s actual housing consumption in the superstar city, and $\hat{P}_{ACY}^l$ in equation (A3), the projected price for household $i$'s associated consumption-adjusted housing bundle (by household cluster, $ACY$) in city $l$.

Finally, given the net income of household $i$ in $S$, $Income_{i,ACY}^S$, we compute:

$$27\text{Recall that, while we observe } NR_{i,ACY}^l, \text{ we do not directly observe } CHARACTERISTICS_{i,ACY}^S \text{ in equation (A2). Hence, in our empirical implementation we proxy } CHARACTERISTICS_{i,ACY}^S \text{ by a vector of asset characteristic at their average value in } S.$$
\[ ADS_{r2}^{\text{i2ACY}} = \left( \hat{P}^{i2}_{r2} - \hat{P}^{i2}_{r2} \right) / \text{Income}^{i2}_{r2} \text{ACY}. \]